BLACKBOARD TIP

DISPLAY ENTIRE DISCUSSION THREAD

Situation:
You want to read all posts in a discussion thread in the order they were posted. You want to display them all on one page regardless of whether they have been read already or not.

Approach:
1. Go to the forum and set List View.
2. Select the forum thread.
3. Click Collect.
4. Sort in Thread Order.

Student’s Perspective:
Students see the discussion threads in the same way.

Example:
1. Go to the forum and click the List View button.
2. Select the forum thread. This example has 4 posts.
3. Click the Collect button.
4. Select Thread Order from the Sort drop down menu.
Blackboard Tip

Collection

Users can collect posts into a printable, sortable format. Collections are a good way to organize and review posts. More Help

Print Preview

Sort by:

- Thread Order
- Order Descending
  - Author's Last Name
  - Author's First Name
  - Subject
  - Date of Last Post

Thread Order

Thread:

Post: Thread created by instructor
Author: Kenneth Kant

You must reply to this thread.

Post: Thread created by instructor
Author: Elizabeth Pachera

Great example! thanks!

Post: practice
Author: Elizabeth Pachera

Can you see what I wrote?

Post: many students
Author: Elizabeth Pachera

It's more fun with multiple students.